
Stylish extras for homeowners...better value for builders

Creative Innovation
Traditional Masonry 
Design

Masonry Under Hearth Wood Nook
DHS Model Series

masonry wood nook
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The fireplace has always been the focal point of 
a home.  And throughout the centuries, creative 
new designs and features have enhanced both 
form and function of the hearth.  Fmi’s award-
winning Grand Masters Series fireplaces and 
accessories mix innovation with tradition; re-
creating these classic designs.  Using modern 
technology our new Under Hearth Wood Nook is 
the latest addition to our exciting Grand Masters 
Series with patent pending Mosaic Masonrytm 
firebrick lining system;  offering traditional style 
and quality...with even more beautiful new features 
homeowners will love!

Homeowner Highlights:

•Functional Beauty—The Masonry Wood 
Nook is more than just a beautiful fireplace 
accessory. It’s extremely durable and more 
than adequate as a functional storage spot for 
heavy firewood; indoors or out.

•Masonry Firebrick liner — Fmi’s patent 
pending, Mosaic Masonrytm firebrick system 
takes the masonry fireplace concept to new 
heights.  It’s designed to install seamlessly 
with,  and perfectly match our Georgian 
Masonry and Portofino model fireplaces.  
The firebrick kit includes factory installed 
template panels, precut and labeled bricks, 
and even a bag of hi-temp mortar to grout the 
finished nook. 

Builder Benefits:

•Unparalled value— True, hand crafted 
masonry finished accessory at a fraction of 
the cost and installation time of site-built.  
With factory controlled efficiency and 
consistency.

•Space Saving Installation—Under hearth 
wood nooks install beneath our Georgian 
Masonry and Portofino fireplaces, enhancing 
the scale and presence of the total hearth 
feature without taking up additional wall 
space or outdoor room area. 

•Secure, straight installation—We’ve 
Included full-length nailing flanges / drywall 
stops built into both sides of the face frame.

Stunning Looks,
Outstanding 
Performance Masonry Under Hearth Wood Nook

DHS Model Series

The Masonry 
Wood Nook 
features 
traditional 
stacked running 
bond brick 
pattern, and 
is available in 
36”, 42” and 50” 
sizes.

masonry wood nook

Dimensions

26 7/8"

.63”

16.50”13 3/8”

45”

36”
42”
50”

51”
59”

The Wood Nook can be installed 
flush to the face of the fireplace, or 
pulled forward as part of a raised, 
extended hearth as shown.
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individual grooved 
bricks snap-lock 
securely into the 
stainless steel 
templates for easy 
installation. fireplace 
grout lines are then 
finished using the high 
temp, refractory mortar 
included.

Herringbone brick pattern shown for demonstration only. Not available on masonry wood nook.

Product design, features and specifications are subject to change at any time.  Refer to current product instructions prior to installation.


